Early work on Prospect Highway from Friday 19 June

The NSW Government is upgrading Prospect Highway between Reservoir Road, Prospect and St Martins Crescent, Blacktown to reduce congestion and help meet future demands on this corridor.

Transport for NSW has engaged Ausconnex to carry out early work on Prospect Highway between Blacktown Road and St Martins Crescent. Over the next 12 months, Ausconnex will carry out key utility relocation work required for the future upgrade.

The early work includes relocating:

- the existing 33kV overhead electrical cabling underground on the western side
- most of the existing power poles and remaining overhead wiring on both sides.

During this work, short periods of power outages may be required for some properties. We are working closely with utility providers, who will notify impacted residents in advance about any outages.

Prospect Highway upgrade

This work to relocate utilities along Prospect Highway is an important step towards the Prospect Highway upgrade. Transport for NSW is taking the opportunity to carry out this key early work, which will benefit the community by helping reduce the length and overall disruption of the major construction. A start date for major construction work is still to be determined.

For more information about the Prospect Highway upgrade, including a video animation of what the future road will look like, visit rms.work/prospecthighway.

Utility work on Prospect Highway map
Date, time and location of work

This work will start from **Friday 19 June 2020** and will take around 12 months to complete.

Our work hours will be between **7am and 6pm** from **Monday** to **Friday** and from **8am to 1pm** on **Saturdays**. If we need to work outside these hours we will notify you in advance.

How will the work affect you?

Our work will be noisy at times, but we will do everything we can to minimise its impact, including using non-tonal reversing alarms on heavy vehicles, switching off plant equipment when not in use and staging the work in different locations.

Work that takes place in front of properties will be of a temporary nature. We will contact impacted residents in advance to discuss any individual access requirements and how they can be best retained during this utility relocation work.

We will establish a small site office at 30 Topaz Crescent during this work.

Traffic changes

There will be temporary traffic arrangements in place during our work hours to ensure the work zone is safe. To ensure the safety of pedestrians and cyclists in the area, we will provide alternative safe access at all times during the work.

Please keep to speed limits and follow signs and traffic controllers’ directions. For the latest traffic updates, you can call 132 701, visit livetraffic.com or download the Live Traffic NSW App.

Contact

If you have any questions or concerns about this work, please contact our delivery partner, Ausconnex, on 0466 520 143 or email michael.basham@ausconnex.com.au. For more information on this project, visit rms.work/prospecthighway.